Functional connectivity between two brain regions measured using functional MRI (fMRI) have been 18
Introduction 41
Studies on connectivity between spatially remote brain regions have strengthened our knowledge on brain 42 functions and organizations (Sporns et these modulations generally considered as a "task" should be encoded in activities of other brain regions, 58 that is, a region that supports the task may directly modulate the connectivity between other two regions 59 directly study the modulation of connectivity between two regions by a third region, using models such as 61 physiophysiological interaction (PPI) (Friston et al., 1997) and nonlinear dynamic causal modeling (DCM) 62 (Stephan et al., 2008) . 63
The PPI approach (Friston et al., 1997) applies a linear regression framework to identify regions 64 in the whole brain that are correlated with an interaction between two predefined regions, which reflects a 65 found online (http://fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/pro/nki.html) and in Nooner et al. (Nooner et al., 117 2012) . 118
Image preprocessing 119
MRI image processing and PPI analysis were performed using SPM8 software 120 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) under MATLAB7.7 environment (http://www.mathworks.com/). The 121 first two functional images were discarded for analysis. For each subject, functional images were 122 realigned to the first image to correct head motion effects. The head position parameters relative to the 123 first image as a function of scan time t are denoted as HP = [hp x, t Imaging data were removed from analysis if the maximum FD in either translation or rotation of a subject 129 exceeded 2 mm or 2 degree. Then, the functional images were coregistered to subject's own high 130 resolution anatomical image. The anatomical images were segmented into gray matter (GM), white 131 matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and other tissues using the new segment tool in SPM8. The 132 deformation field maps obtained from the new segment step were applied to the functional images to 133 normalize them into standard MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space. The functional images were 134 not smoothed because the current analysis was ROI-based rather than voxel-based. 135
Regions of interest 136
We adopted Dosenbach's 160 ROIs that covered much of the brain for the current analysis, which were 137 defined from a series of meta-analysis of functional activations (Dosenbach et al., 2010). The ROIs were 138 assigned into six networks by a modularity analysis of resting-state fMRI data, including the cingulo-139 opercular, frontoparietal, default mode (DMN), sensorimotor, occipital, and cerebellar networks ( Figure  140 1B) (Dosenbach et al., 2010) . 141
Time series extraction 142
To extract ROI time series for further analysis, a general linear model (GLM) was defined for each 143 subject using SPM. The GLM included a dummy condition with an onset at the middle of scan time and 144 a duration of half of the scan time (Di and Biswal, 2013a). In addition, two regressors of the first eigen 145 variate within the WM and CSF masks were included in the GLM model. Lastly, 24 regressors of 146 autoregressive head motion model were also included (Friston et al., 1996; Yan et al., 2013) . The 147 autoregressive head motion model included six rigid body head motion parameters obtained from the 148 realign step, six head motion parameters of one time point before, and their square. A high pass filter of 149 1/128 Hz was used to minimize low frequency scanner drift. After model estimation, the first eigen 150 variate of all the voxels in a ROI was extracted for the above mentioned 160 ROIs. The signals of WM 151 and CSF, head motion parameters, and low frequency drift were all removed when extracting time series. 152
Physiophysiological interaction analysis 153
Pair-wise PPI terms were defined using the PPI function in SPM8, resulting in 12,720 PPI effects (160 x 154 (160 -1) / 2). To calculate a PPI term, two time series were deconvolved with the canonical 155 hemodynamic response function (hrf), resulting in time series that represented neural activity instead of 156 blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) activity (Gitelman et al., 2003) . The two time series were 157 demeaned, multiplied, and then convolved with the hrf to result in a PPI prediction at the level of BOLD 158
responses. PPI effects were tested for all other ROIs. Therefore, the total number of tested PPI effects 159 was 12,720 x (160 -2) = 2,009,760. The linear regression model was as follows: 160
Where x 1 and x 2 represented the time series of the two ROIs, and y represented the time series of a tested 162 ROI which was different from x 1 and x 2 . A significant β PPI value indicates a modulatory interaction effect 163 among the region x 1 , x 2 , and y. Note that in this equation, we have ignored the deconvolution procedure 164 (which can usually be omitted if neuronal activity fluctuates slowly). 165
Statistical analysis 166
One sample t test across subjects was used to test whether a PPI effect was statistically significant. False 167 discovery rate (FDR) was used to correct for multiple comparisons of totally 2,009,760 comparisons. 168
Because the total number of PPI effects was large, applying a multiple comparison correction raised 169 another problem of false negative, making only extremely large effects being reported. This may be 170 inappropriate for characterizing overall properties of modulatory interactions. Hence, we applied 171 different thresholds at p < 0.05, p < 0.10, p < 0.15, and p < 0.20 of FDR correction. By using these 172 thresholds, we included more true modulatory interactions, while still made sure that the numbers of false 173 positive effects were at small proportions. In addition, because we observed a majority of negative PPI 174 effects, one speculation was that the large amount of negative PPI effects might be due to the DMN, since 
analyses. 178
Each modulatory interaction involves three regions. Because the model used to estimate PPI 179 effects was a simple regression model, it is difficult to differentiate which region modulates the 180 connectivity of the other two regions. Therefore, for visualization of the interaction effects, we plotted all 181 significant PPI effects across all three connections among the three regions. Positive and negative 182 modulatory interactions were illustrated separately using Brainnet Viewer 183 (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv/) (Xia et al., 2013) . The large number of connections plotted onto the 184 brain still made it difficult to differentiate patterns of modulatory interactions. We therefore performed 185 principle component analysis (PCA) on significant positive or negative modulatory interaction effects to 186 identify most representative patterns of modulatory interactions. Significant positive and negative effects 187 were analyzed separately. For all significant positive or negative effects at p < 0.10 of FDR correction, β 188 values for each subjects were concatenated into one vector, resulting in n (number of subjects) by m 189 (number of significant effects) matrix. The matrix was submitted to PCA analysis using MATLAB. The 190 first several PCs were calculated. To visualize them, each PC vector was correlated with the original n by 191 m matrix to identify specific modulatory interaction effects that were correlated with that PC (r > 0.4 192 were used). We used the correlations of PCs on the original matrix but not the principle component 193 coefficients because the thresholds for the coefficients were difficult to determine. 194
To identify regions that were more likely to exhibit modulatory interactions, we counted how 195 many times a region revealed significant positive or negative modulatory interactions at the four p 196 thresholds, respectively. At each significant level and positive or negative effects, mean and standard 197 deviation (SD) of the numbers of significant effects across the 160 ROIs were calculated. Regions that 198
showed greater number of significant effects than the mean plus one SD were reported. In addition, the 199 numbers of significant modulatory interactions across the 160 ROIs were correlated with the ROIs' 200 connection strengths and connection degrees using Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. 
Network affiliations 206
Lastly, we tested whether modulatory interactions were more likely to reflect within module functional 207 integrations, or between module functional integrations. To do so, we categorize significant PPI effects 208 as three categories, 1) all three ROIs were from the same network module, 2) two ROIs were from the 209 same module, while the third ROI was from another module, and 3) all three ROIs were from different 210 modules ( Figure 3A ). Network modules were derived from Donsenbach et al. (Dosenbach et al., 2010) , 211 which included the cingulo-opercular, frontoparietal, DMN, sensorimotor, occipital, and cerebellar 212 networks ( Figure 1B ). The number of significant PPI effects for the three network affiliation categories 213
were calculated for positive and negative PPI effects separately and in the four threshold levels. Expected 214 numbers of significant PPI effects were also calculated from all possible combinations of PPI effects. Chi 215 square statistics was used to determine whether an observed pattern of numbers of significant PPI effects 216 in the three categories were different from expected. To rule out the potential influence of DMN regions 217 on network affiliations of negative PPI effects, the same analyses were performed again with excluding 218 all the DMN regions. 219
The effects of age and biological sex 220
To examine the potential effects of age and biological sex on modulatory interactions, we performed an 221 additional group level analysis of all PPI effects using a regression model with two variables representing 222 age and biological sex as covariates (mean centered). We checked whether there were any PPI effects 223 that were correlated with subjects' age or sex. Additionally, we compared the group mean effects after 224 taking into account of age and sex with the results of simple one sample t-test to examine the influence of 225 age and sex on group mean effects. 226
The influence of ROI systems on modulatory interactions 227
To test robustness of the current results with respect to spatial sampling, we also used another set of ROIs 228 from Craddock's 200 ROI system (Craddock et al., 2012). Several ROIs that were located in the anterior 229 temporal lobe and at the bottom of prefrontal regions were excluded because of fMRI signal dropout in 230 these regions. In addition, ROIs that were mainly located in the cerebellum were excluded. As a result, 231 169 ROIs covering the majority part of the cerebral cortex and subcortical structures such as the thalamus 232 and basal ganglia were used. The number of ROIs was close to the Dosenbach's, so that multiple 233 comparison corrections were roughly comparable. The 169 ROIs were assigned into five modules based 234 on a modularity analysis of binarized mean correlation matrix, including the DMN, visual, sensorimotor, 235 cingulo-opercular, and thalamic modules. 236
The effects of collinearity between the PPI term and main effects 237
The ROI time series were demeaned before calculating the interaction term, so that in principle the 238 correlations between the main effects of ROI time series and their interaction should be low. However, 239 due to the large amount of PPI terms examined in the current analysis, there was possibility that some PPI 240 effects would be correlated with their main effects. To estimate the potential influence of conlinearty 241 between an interaction term and main effects, we also calculate the PPI effects without adding the two 242 main effects in the regression model using the following equation: 243
The resulting β PPI estimates were compared with those calculated from the full model (Equation 3) . 245
246
Results 247
Histograms of modulatory interactions and simple correlations 248
We first computed modulatory interactions for every combination of three ROIs, resulting in 2,009,760 249
(160 x (160 -1) / 2 x (160-2)) effects. The histogram of all group mean modulatory interactions is 250 illustrated in Figure 2A We next calculated distributions of only significant modulatory interaction effects using FDR 262 correction for multiple comparisons. Because the total number of PPI effects was large, applying a 263 multiple comparison correction raised another problem of false negative, making only extremely large 264 effects being reported. This may be inappropriate for characterizing overall properties of modulatory 265
interactions. Hence, we applied different thresholds at p < 0.05, p < 0.10, p < 0.15, and p < 0.20 of FDR 266 correction. The distributions of significant group mean modulatory interactions across the whole brain at 267 different threshold levels are shown in Figure 2C . It showed clearly that there were more significant 268 negative PPI effects than positive effects at all four threshold levels. This trend was still present when the 269 modulatory interactions that were associated with the DMN were removed ( Figure 2D ). 270
Network affiliations 271
To further differentiate the role of positive and negative modulatory interactions, we calculated the 272 numbers of significant effects where the three regions were from the same module, from two modules, or 273 from three different modules ( Figure 3A ). The numbers of significant PPI effects in the three network 274 affiliation scenarios at all four thresholds, i.e. FDR p < 0.05, p < 0.10, p < 0.15, p < 0.20, were 275 significantly different from the expected numbers calculated from all possible PPI effects in the three 276 network affiliation scenarios (Chi square test p < 0.05). The patterns were generally consistent across the 277 four significant thresholds. However, due to the small number of significant effects at p < 0.05 of FDR 278 correction, the results at this level showed some variations with those at other levels. Therefore, we 279 presented the results of p < 0.10 of FDR correction in Figure 3 . For positive PPI effects, there were more 280 significant effects than expected that the three ROIs were from one single module, but less significant 281 effects that the three ROIs were from two different modules than expected ( Figure 3B ). In contrast, for 282 negative PPI effects, there were more significant effects than expected that the three ROIs were from two 283 modules, but less significant effects that the three ROIs were from three different modules ( Figure 3C) . 284
The large number of significant negative effects from two modules could be due to generally negative 285 relationships between DMN and task positive regions. However, the same pattern could still be observed 286 when the DMN regions were excluded from analysis ( Figure 3D) . 287 Figure 4A . The overall pattern was difficult to summarize, however, we observed 294 that a majority of effects involved one region from the cerebellar network, one region from the cingulo-295 opercular network, and one region from the sensorimotor network. In contrast, there were 1291 296 significant negative modulatory interactions ( Figure 3B ), which involved regions that were widely 297 distributed across the whole brain. The network affiliations of the three regions of the significant 298 negative modulatory interactions also showed a complex pattern (the right panel of Figure 4B ). The 299 spatial distributions of modulatory interactions at other thresholds showed similar patterns, with different 300 numbers of significant effects. 301
[Insert Figure 4 here] 302
We next performed PCA to identify characteristic modulatory interaction patterns among these 303 significant effects. The first PC of significant positive modulatory interactions explained 11.4% of the 304 total variance. This component was associated with a cluster of modulatory interactions mainly involving 305 three regions from three different networks of the cerebellar, cingular opercular, and sensorimotor 306 networks ( Figure 5A ). There were also a small number of effects that involved three regions from three 307 different networks of the cingulo-opercular, occipital, and sensorimotor networks. The remaining several 308
PCs only had a small number of correlated effects without clear patterns, therefore, were not reported. 309
For the negative modulatory interactions, the first two PCs were identified to have clear patterns. The 310 first PC explained 10.6% of the total variance, and mainly involved two regions from bilateral 311 sensorimotor regions, and a region from widely distributed regions from the cingulo-opercular network or 312 DMN ( Figure 5B ). The second PC explained 5.9% of the total variance, and mainly involved posterior 313 regions from the occipital network and DMN ( Figure 5C) . A large number of these effects involved two 314 regions from the occipital network, and one region from the DMN. And the second large number of these 315 effects involved two regions from the DMN, and one region from the occipital network. 316
[Insert Figure 5 here] 317
We next sought to pinpoint the regions that were more likely to show modulatory interactions. 318
Because the regions that showed greater number of modulatory interaction effects were fairly consistent 319 across different thresholds, we therefore identified regions that had consistently larger number of 320 significant effects (greater than mean plus one SD) across p < 0.05, p < 0.10, p < 0.15, and p < 0.20 of 321 FDR levels ( Figure 6 and Table 1 ). Regions that showed consistent larger number of positive modulatory 322 interactions could be grouped into four sets based on their module affiliations. The first set consisted of 323 the basal ganglia, thalamus, and middle insula of the cingulo-opercular network. The second set of 324 regions was located in bilateral sensorimotor regions and the supplementary motor area (SMA) of the 325 sensorimotor network. The third set of regions was located in the medial portion of the cerebellum. And 326 the last region was located in the medial portion of the occipital network. Regions that showed consistent 327 greater number of negative modulatory interactions across threshold levels of p < 0.05, p < 0.10, p < 0.15, 328 and p < 0.20 are shown in Figure 6B and Table 1 . Firstly, four regions were located in the bilateral 329 portions of the occipital network. The second set of regions was located in the bilateral portions of the 330 sensorimotor network. We noted that two of these regions also showed more positive modulatory 331 interactions (as highlighted in Table 1 ). Lastly, one region in the left angular gyrus of the DMN and one 332 region in the right basal ganglia of the cingculo-opercular network also revealed a large number of 333 negative modulatory interactions. 334 [Insert Figure 6 and Table 1 here] 335
We next tried to gain insights on why these regions showed larger number of modulatory 336 interactions than other regions. The numbers of significant modulatory interactions across the 160 ROIs 337 were correlated with the ROIs' connectivity strengths and connection degrees. The connectivity strengths 338 were calculated from the unthresholded continuous mean correlation matrix, and the connection degrees 339 were calculated from the binarized mean correlation matrix thresholded at sparsity level of 20%. We 340 observed positive linear relationships between the numbers of significant positive or negative modulatory 341 interactions with connectivity strengths or connection degrees, respectively (Figure 7 ). These trends can 342 be observed for both positive and negative modulatory interactions, and for all four threshold levels. 343 [Insert Figure 7 here] 344
The effects of age and biological sex 345
No significant effects of age or sex were observed at the liberal threshold of p < 0.20 of FDR correction. 346
In addition, including age and sex as covariates had very limited effects on group mean effects. For 347 example, when using a threshold of p < 0.10 of FDR correction, 177 significant positive PPI effects and 348 1335 significant negative PPI effects were identified. These numbers of significant effects were very 349 close to the numbers when not using age and sex as covariates (173 and 1291 correspondingly) . 350
The influence of ROI systems on PPI results 351
To rule out the possibility that the current results were biased due to spatial sampling, we also used 169 352
ROIs from Craddock's method ( Figure 8A ). The overall distributions of PPI effects ( Figure 8B ), and the 353 distributions of significant PPI effects ( Figure 8D ) were similar to those observed using Dosenbach's ROI 354 system. The resulting distributions after excluding DMN ROIs still showed negative bias ( Figure 8E The effects of collinearity between the PPI term and main effects 358
To rule out the possibility that the larger number of negative than positive modulatory interaction effects 359 was due to the collinearity between the PPI term and main effects, the PPI effects were also calculated 360 from a model with only the PPI effect, without the two main effects. The resulting distribution of β 361 estimates of PPI effects are shown in Figure 9A along with the distribution of β estimates calculated from 362 the full model. The distribution was still negatively biased. And the correlation of mean β estimates with 363 and without main effects was very high (Spearman's rank correlation ρ = 0.785, p < 0.001) ( Figure 9B) . 364
We next checked whether the mean β estimates changed signs when using the PPI only model compared 365 with the full model. We identified significant PPI effects using the full model at different thresholds, and 366 found that only a small portion of mean β estimates demonstrated an opposite direction when using the 367 PPI only model (7.00% at p < 0.05, 4.80% at p < 0.10, 3.51% at p < 0.15, and 2.76% at p < 0.20 of FDR 368 correction). Therefore, collinearity between the PPI term and main effects was unlikely a confounding 369 viable that caused the predominantly large number of negative modulatory interactions. 370 [Insert Figure 9 here] 371 372
Discussion 373
By applying ROI-based PPI analysis across the whole brain, the current analysis identified large-scale 374 modulatory interactions. The characterizations of modulatory interactions can be summarized as follows. 375
First, there were more negative modulatory interactions in the whole brain than positive modulatory 376 interactions. Second, positive modulatory interactions were more representative in the scenario that the 377 three regions were from a single network module, while negative modulatory interactions were more 378 representative in a scenario that the three regions were from two different network modules. And lastly, 379 the numbers of significant modulatory interactions of different regions were correlated with their 380 connectivity strengths and connection degrees. 381
Across the whole brain, there were more negative modulatory interactions than positive effects. 382
This trend was still observed when DMN regions were excluded from analysis, when using a different 383 ROI system, and when not including main effects in the interaction model. In addition, the 384 preponderance of negative modulatory interactions was in contrast with simple correlations which had 385 more positive than negative values. Therefore, even though the absolute correlation values are found to 386 be subject to different preprocessing strategies (Fox et al. 2012), the larger number of negative modulatory interactions is not likely being introduced due to 388 preprocessing steps. The predominately larger number of negative modulatory interactions than positive 389 effects is reasonable at the whole brain level, because in a system point of view negative modulatory 390 interactions which may serve as negative feedback make sure that the whole brain as a system is stable. 391
Further insights of the functions of positive and negative modulatory interactions can be drawn 392 from the analysis of the network affiliations of the three ROIs of significant modulatory interactions. The 393 three ROIs of a modulatory interaction may either come from a single network module, two networks, or 394 three different networks. There were more than expected numbers of positive modulatory interactions for 395 the scenario that the three regions of an effect were from the same network, i.e. increased activity of one 396 region was associated with enhanced connectivity of the same network. This suggests that a potential 397 function of positive modulatory interaction is to facilitate within network collaborations. The number of 398 positive modulatory interactions that the three regions were from three different networks was similar to 399 the number expected, but still constitutes the largest number of all positive modulatory interactions. This 400 suggests a possible function of modulating large scale inter-system communications of three systems 401 through positive modulatory interactions. In contrast, negative modulatory interactions were more 402 representative in the scenario that the three ROIs of an effect were from two different networks, that was, 403 increased activity of a region in one network inhibited connectivity between one region in the same 404 frontoparietal network. However, these effects were small in number, so that they are not easy to be 430 observed among other effects, say in Figure 4A . Note that the sizes of the PPI regression coefficients are smaller than the main effects of 476 correlations of one region or the other. Unlike the main effects, the effect size encoded by the PPI 477 coefficient is sensitive to the scaling of the data. One should therefore not over-interpret the relative sizes 478 of the interaction and main effects. However, the interaction term does have an interesting interpretation. 479
If we substitute the x PPI viable as the multiplication of variables
We can see that β PPI plays the role of a sensitivity of the connection from area x 1 to area y that depends on 484 the activity in area x 2 . In other words, for a unit increase in area x 2 , the linear directed effective 485 connectivity increases by β PPI . 486
The results demonstrated that spontaneous fluctuations of a region could modulate connectivity 487 between two other regions. It is reasonable to assume that similar modulation may take place when the 488 same region is activated by a task instead of fluctuated spontaneously. However, it is still largely 489 unknown regarding the similarities and the extent of differences between modulatory interactions in 490 resting-state and those when performing specific tasks. The PPI analysis in principle can be applied to 491 task data with alternating task conditions. However, the differences of modulatory interactions between 492 different task conditions are needed to be considered in this circumstance. Higher order interaction 493 models have been proposed to study whether the modulatory interaction is modulated by task designs 494 (Stamatakis et al., 2005) . However, the higher the order of interaction, the less reliable the interaction 495 term would be. A large sample size may be needed to explore such kind of higher order interactions 496 The regions denoted in bold represent those who have more modulatory interaction effects in both 733 positive and negative effects. X, y, and z represent center coordinates of each ROI in MNI (Montreal 734 Neurological Institute) space. DMN represents default mode network. 735 Table 1 Regions that showed consistent more modulatory interaction effects (greater than mean plus one SD) at p < 0.05, p < 0.10, p < 0.15, and p < 0.20 of FDR (false discovery rate) correction. The regions denoted in bold represent those who have more modulatory interaction effects in both positive and negative effects. X, y, and z represent center coordinates of each ROI in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space. DMN represents default mode network.
